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In each maintenance scene, 

Altia is always experienced, 

proven and reliable.

Work 

supplies

JIA1603

Car Cleaning System CS7500-S000

Car Cleaning System Advanced car detailing tool package

It is a package system for car detailing.

We offer a car cleaning system consisting of 5 products in a total package.

Starting from a low cost, the combined force of high spraying and cleaning ability

greatly improves work efficiency.

No power required other than air compressor.

It also contributes to reducing running costs, and is recommended for use in small

shops.

Because of its excellent spraying and cleaning effects, the water-saving effect is

obvious, which is conducive to saving resources and protecting the environment.

It is a new car detailing product in line with the ecological age.

It is also effective 

against troublesome 

stains such as oil 

stains and scale.

Pulse air raises the 

fibers and knocks out 

fine dust that has 

penetrated deep into 

the fibers of carpets, 

car seats, etc., for 

thorough cleaning.

Fine coat

A scale remover used by professionals that

contains a special treatment agent. Easily

removes scale by simply applying it and

washing it with water, saving you the hassle of

wiping it off! Removes scale without damaging

your car.

[Ideal for such cases!]

Easy to remove dirt such as wax stains, scale,

tar pitch, and color-matching related filth! It

can even be used to remove yellowing

caused by lights!

Clear Coat

■Selling unit: 1

You can wash and wax your car at the same

time. Easy to apply to the glass, easy to wipe.

The water-repellent effect lasts for a long time

and protects the coated surface.

Foam Clean

Akator

AV6113-0100

Excellent for removing wax and silicone

before painting! Powerful and quick-acting.

Can be used for everything from light-colored

cars to metallic-colored cars. Also great for

removing oil stains from hinges, etc. Easy to

work with and can be washed with water.

Liquid A

AV6123-0100

A combination of final finishing agent and

polymer coat for scale removal. Ultra-fine

particle compounds and polymers smooth out

the irregularities in the coating film, leaving it in

a mirrored state. Easy to wipe off. Can be used

for metallic paint (dark paint), pearl paint, and

white paint.

AV6135-0100

This product forms a fluorine coating on the 

glass surface to protect it from oil film, water 

stains, and acid rain for a long period of time, 

and to prevent dirt by its super water-repellent 

effect. Ideal for cars, ships, window glass, 

bathroom mirrors, etc.

Uniform and 

Protective 

Equipment

Chemical 

Supplies

Plant 

Supplies

AV6138-0025

All One Hard

A gloss restorer for automobile tires, foil, furniture, etc. It

forms a colorless and transparent ultra-thin film, which is

excellent in durability and maintains the features of the

base for a long time.

● Prevents stains from adhering to automobile

wheels (aluminum, plating, steel), etc.

● Prevents stains from adhering to aluminum panels,

stainless steel, plating, etc.

● Restores gloss of and prevents stains on plastic

parts.

Forms a water-repellent reinforcing film to protect the coating

from scale and acid rain.

Keeps the gloss of a new car for a long time!

The coating agent can be applied immediately even when the

car is still wet after washing. Contains silicon, a component of

glass, which makes it highly durable and dirt-resistant. Forms

a water-repellent reinforcing film to protect the luster and

coated surface for a long time.

Content: 1 set (300cc coating agent, car-washing sponge and wiping 

cloth)

AV6168-0001

Zett
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AV6128-0100 ■Selling unit: 1

The foam easily and powerfully removes all

kinds of dirt without damaging the substrate,

including water stains, insects, PP,

compounds on rubber and putty polishing

liquid on tires, which are difficult to remove

even after washing the car. Removes dirt

such as mist adhering to the far-infrared

dryer reflector, the heater tube, and the

painting booth.

■Selling unit: 1AV6170-0100

■Selling unit: 1CS6601-0900

■Selling unit: 1

■Selling unit: 1

■Selling unit: 1

■Selling unit: 1

Packaging: 250cc x 24pcs/case

■Selling unit: 1

Ideal for cleaning 

automobile interior 

mats, wheels, etc.

In order to use the product correctly and safely, please read the Instruction Manual carefully before use.Safety Notice

⚫ Please note that specifications are subject to change without notice.

⚫ Please contact your local sales company or Altia branch for ordering and consultation.

Sales outlet

JQA-EM3653

Iwaki Factory

Glass water-repellent coating agent lasts for 

more than 6 months!

Glass Super Coat

ALTIA Co,. Ltd.
Address

1-8-12 Harumi, Harumi Triton Square Z-6F,

Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-6206

Tel: 03 (6777) 0065

http://www.altia.co.jp/


Fender Cover (2 pieces/set) 

Size: Width 1200 x Height + Depth 500 mm/Material: EVA olefin resin (polypropylene) for the 

surface, and spunbond (nylon fabric) for the back/Specification: With magnet

Front Grille CoverNew Fender Cover (2 pieces/set) 

Thickness: 0.025mm / Translucent / 200 pieces

AW7010-0000

Stored in box. A semi-transparent, slightly stiff material. 

Hight strength.

Steering Mate

Box size: H110 × W550 × D110 mm Contents: 

500 pieces/roll        Material: Acrylic by 

Sumitomo Chemical

■Selling unit: 1

A special vinyl material with excellent 

extensibility is used, and fits a steering range of 

up to 580 mm without using rubber. It can be 

separated more easily than the perforated ones, 

making it convenient to use.

Tire Storage Polybag

Contents: 100 pieces

Material: High density polyethylene + calcium carbonate

A tire storage bag that allows you to write down the customer’s name and tire 

position. There are 100mm wide gussets on the left and right sides, so tires 

can be easily stored.

AWSS10-0083  

AWSS10-0084  

AWSS10-0085

S size/H1050 × W700mm

M size/H1150 × W850 mm

L size/H1300 x W1000 mm

Material: Cotton non-woven fabric     Back: Urethane laminate / 2 pieces

Work Seat Cover  (2 pieces/set) 

The non-woven fabric made of cotton material suppresses the 

generation of static electricity. Machine washable.

Size: 13 0 × 17 0   Thickness: 0.05 mm

Material: EVA film (Polyethylene)/500 pieces

Shift Lever Cover (500 pieces/set)

Easy to put on and take off from the steering 

wheel thanks to the use of elastic material!

Polyethylene Sheet Cover - Roll 

Type
AW7010-0000 Thickness: 0.03 mm/Transparent/200 

pieces/roll x 2
■Selling unit: 1

Rolled (perforated), transparent, soft and stretchable material.

Box Storage Handle Cover

Service 4-piece Set AWSS10-0080

The EVA material used prevents slipping and 

provides an excellent fit.

It can be used in dealerships, exhibition halls, B&P workshops, gas stations, etc. It increases the added value of after-sales service and improves customer satisfaction and reliability!

Floor Matte Cover (500 pieces/set)

Material: Kraft paper/500 pieces

■Selling unit: 1

AWSS15-000S

Contents: For 1 car

Size: Width 3500 x Length 6000 mm

Material: Polyethylene

■Selling unit: 1

Car Polyethylene Cover

It is used to protect the car from paint splashes when

painting the outer walls of B&P workshops and buildings.

One-touch type with rubber, so mounting is easy. In addition,

mounting is easy because it comes with a center mark.
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Service 4-piece Set
We have made the covers for automobile maintenance into a one pack. I tis convenient 

for when you pick up your car or for maintenance during business trip!

Non-slip poly seat cover Pitat Guard Rubber steering wheel cover Shifter and brake cover

500 

pieces/

set

500 

pieces/

set

For 1 

car

S size for small cars

AWSS15-000M ■Selling unit: 1

M size for small cars

Contents: For 1 car

Size: Width 3500 x Length 6000 mm

Material: Polyethylene

AWSS15-000L

L size for one-box RV

AW4704-000B

AW4704-000R

Size: Width 1750 x Height + Depth 630 mm/Material: EVA olefin resin (polypropylene) for 

the surface, and spunbond (nylon fabric) for the back/Specification: Without magnet

Improved shape to suit large bumpers.

Excellent attachment to vehicles.

AW7030-000B

AW7030-000R
Size: Width 1190 x Height + Depth 500 mm/Material: EVA olefin resin (polypropylene) for 

the surface, and spunbond (nylon fabric) for the back/Specification: Without magnet

Cuts are made along the tire house to improve workability.

AWSS10-0065

AWSS10-0066

■Selling unit: 1

100 

pieces
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Box size: H540 × W420 × D420 mm Contents: 250 

pieces x 2 boxes     Material: Polyethylene, 2 strips 

of rubber

■Selling unit: 1

Material: Polyvinyl chloride (surface), spunlace non-woven 

fabric (back) 

Size: 120 x 50 cm

■Selling unit: 1

■Selling unit: 1

Polyethylene Seat Cover (Boxed) 

■Selling unit: 1AW4808-0000

Contents: For 1 car

Size: Width 3800 x Length 6600 mm

Material: Polyethylene

■Selling unit: 1

■Selling unit: 1

Uses rubber magnets and special plastic hooks.

Red

Blue

Red

Blue ■Selling unit: 1

Red

Blue ■Selling unit: 1

Fender Cover (2 pieces/set)

Excellent cost performance, with emphasis 

on applicability to the vehicles.

AW4001-0000
Material: Polyvinyl chloride (surface), spunlace non-woven fabric 

(back) 

Size: 206 x 63 cm

■Selling unit: 1

Front Grille Cover

Excellent cost performance, with emphasis 

on attachability to the vehicles.

AW4002-0000

AWSS10-0072
AWSS10-0060

100 

pieces/set Gusse

t 100 

mm

Gusse

t 100 

mm

500 

pieces/

set

■Selling unit: 1AWSS10-0064

AW7051-1000

■Selling unit: 1 Box size: H 220 x W 550 x D 340 mm / Contents: 100 pieces (10 sets x 10 bags) / 1 case



Oil Wipe Towel    White/Red

Sheet size: 25.1 x 33.2 cm/Quantity: 200 sheets/roll

Quantity per box: 2 pieces/Color: Natural/Material: Cellulose

It has excellent absorbency and is difficult to break, so it is

effective against stubborn oil stains if used in conjunction

with oil cleaners and oil sponges! It is also used for machine

maintenance, as it has very little fluff!

Soft to the touch, it is difficult to break even when wet, and it

is ideal for wiping away grease and dirt! Made with 50%

recycled fibers.

For cleaning oil stains! Hand washing detergent UGEL
Paper Wiper

Roll type with perforations that can be cut into a convenient

size. Easy to cut when using, economical to use without

wastage.

It is an industrial detergent with excellent cleaning power and

economy. Apply an appropriate amount of this product to the

surface to be cleaned and rub it without water. If the oil stain

emulsifies and rises, rinse well with water. It does not contain

phosphate, which is said to cause eutrophication (red tide

source) in rivers, seas and lakes. It exerts outstanding

cleaning power against stubborn oil stains and removes them

quickly and cleanly.

■Selling unit: 1
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White 

Red

Refills are available, so please 

refill as many times as you like.

■Selling unit: 1
Battery: DC1 2V/6 5A × 2 pieces/

Continuous use time: About 2 hours

This is a general-purpose scrubber

that greatly reduces the wiping work

after scrubbing the floor. A squeegee

with good floor followability collects

dirty water without leaving any

residue. It eliminates the hassle of

wiping twice.

■Selling unit: 1

Cleaning width: 340 mm (14 in)

Size: W38 × L30 × H113.4 cm

Power cord: 10m

Special Oil Adsorption Mat

Size: 38 × 48 × 0.5 cm/Quantity: 100 pieces/box

Color: White/Material: Natural material

Absorbs various oils, greases, transmission fluids, 

coolants and other non-water oils. With a reinforced 

cover sheet on both sides, it is durable even when 

saturated with the adsorbed oil.

Size: 10.2 × 48.2 cm/Quantity: 10 pieces/box

Color: White

Special Oil Boom

It floats on the surface of the water while

absorbing various liquids and hydrocarbons

other than water. It is ideal for oil absorption

in oil-water separation tanks, oil wells,

reservoirs, and drains.

Floor paint series with good adhesion! 

Even if it is covered with oil (basic color)

■Selling unit: 1

Capacity: 10 kg (main agent and hardener: 5 kg each)  

Application area: approx.  35-45 m ²

Color: Choose from 10 colors

It can also adhere to oil-covered concrete floors

that were thought to be impossible to do so.

Anyone can applies it easily.

Oil Cleaner

Volume: 200cc (20x concentrated as standard)

Floor Cleaning Agent 18L

[Cleaning function] Not only can it remove dirt, oil, dust, ink,

etc. that have adhered to the surface or penetrated into gaps,

but it can also be used as an industrial cleaning agent.

[Effect on substrate]Since we use environment-friendly raw

materials, it does not affect the surfaces of metals, plastics,

rubber, concrete, wood, etc.

[Usage]① Spray this product on oil or oil stains. (The standard is 20 times

concentrated. Dilute it appropriately according to the dirt.) ② Leave it for 1 to
3 minutes after spraying.

③ Brush the sprayed area with a brush.④ Rinse with water.

※ The removed oils are biodegraded by the micro-organisms in the formula.

Multi-purpose Detergent

Volume: 5L × 4 pieces

We use plant-based ingredients such as palm, corn, and

soybeans. It is widely used for cleaning and deodorizing in

public institutions, food factories, maintenance factories,

ships, etc. It can be used to clean most organic dirt (animal,

plant and petroleum related dirt) from stubborn grease stains

on all materials to blood stains on fabrics.

A compact and powerful dust collector that is lightweight and easy to carry.

With LED, it is convenient for working in dark places.

With LED 

light

Application
Suction 

power

Dust 

collection 

capacity

Water 

suction 

capacity

Body size

(mm) Mass Filter

Wet and dry 

dual use
300W 15L 12L

H400 × D366 ×

W334 mm
7.9kg Cloth

Working 

width

(mm)

Work 

efficiency

(m²/h)

Tank capacity

(ℓ)

Size

(mm)
Weight

(kg)

800 3000 40 800×900×350 17

Number 

of main 

brushes

Height 

adjustment

(main brush)

Number of 

side 

brushes

Height adjustment

(side brush)

2 × 2 ○

Pressure Flow rate Power 

supply

Current
Power 

cord

7.5MPa 6 L/min Single-phase 

100V

12.5A 5m

Weight Size

17.8kg W368 × L367 × H591 mm

CS8600-0000

Maximum 

pressure

Maximum 

low rate Power supply

High-

pressure 

hose

Power 

cord

8.0MPa 6 L/min
Single-phase AC 

50/60Hz  100V 10m 5m

Mass Size

6.6kg W300×L290×H710mm

Application Suction power Dust 

collection 

capacity

Water 

suction 

capacity

Wet and dry 

dual use

22W 670ml 110ml

Continuous use time

(rough indication) Weight Battery

5.0AH About 48 

minutes

0.85kg Lithium-ion battery

Wet and Dry Dual Use Cordless Cleaner  (main 

unit only) 18V

■Selling unit: 1

For cleaning of future offices, stores and warehouses. Two 18V batteries 

can be used to clean approximately 500 m2 area. (When using 2 x 5.0Ah) 

It is easy to throw the trash into the dust box. 2-port quick charger can 

charge 2 batteries at the same time (6.0Ah → 55 minutes, 3.0Ah → 22 

minutes, sold separately). With the help of an automatic driving control 

function, you can limit places you do not want it to enter.

Dust collection 

capacity

Size (mm) Weight Timer function

2.5L H180 × D460 × W460 mm 7.8kg Cleaning starts in 1/3/5 hours

2 +2 Hand-push Weeper

[Oil Sponge]

Quickly adsorbs oil on road and floor surfaces. Adsorbs

away the oil without leaving an oil film.

[Oil Cleaner]

Removes dirt with excellent detergency Disperses the

oil on the surface and in the water and breaks it down

with bacteria.

Oil sponge 1. 6kg

EE6810-2000

It adsorbs oil when it is applied to spilled oil, so oil

treatment is easy. It can be used for all petroleum

products, animal oils and vegetable oils. The oil sponge

that has absorbed the oil can be thrown in the trash

can! It can also be used when modifying oil spill

emergency devices.

8

※ Weight when two batteries (BL1830) are installed

※ Li-ion battery [sold separately]

(Capacity of BL1830B A-60442: 3.0Ah; capacity of BL1860B A-60464: 6.0Ah)

* 2-port quick charger (DC18RD) [sold separately]

※ The weight is without battery

* Battery and charger sold separately

Capacity Size Color Weight

70L H650×D500×W320mm Ivory 2.7kg

Indoor Recycling Trash Can ECO-70 (Main Body)

It has a lid lock that can be fixed firmly, and the body has a bag retainer.

It comes with separate seal (attached to the lid). The seal will be affixed by 

the customer.

EE6925-0000 ■Sales Unit: 1

Material: Recycled polypropylene (PP)

Part No.
Opening 

color

Attached 

seal
Size Type Weight

EE6925-1000 Blue
Unburnable 

garbage
H232×D500×W320mm

Square 

hole lid
1.0kg

EE6925-2000 Red
Burnable 

garbage
H232×D500×W320mm

Square 

hole lid
1.0kg

EE6925-3000 White
Other 

garbage
H232×D500×W320mm

Square 

hole lid
1.0kg

EE6925-4000 Yellow Plastic H232×D500×W320mm
Square 

hole lid
1.0kg

EE6925-5000 Green
Recycled 

paper
H232×D500×W320mm

Square 

hole lid
1.0kg

EE6925-6000 Brown Bin H232×D500×W320mm
Round 

hole lid
1.0kg

EE6925-7000 Gray Can H232×D500×W320mm
Round 

hole lid
1.0kg

EE6925-8000 Yellow PET bottle H232×D500×W320mm
Round 

hole lid
1.0kg

EE6925-9000 ー ー H100×D515×W320mm Flat lid 3.2kg

Indoor Recycling Trash Can ECO-70 (Lid)

EE6925-1000 ～ EE6925-9000 ■Selling unit: 1

Clean it up.

Just apply it as it is! * Test conditions: On a certain day of August, the test was carried out with an outdoor unit installed 

on the veranda on the south side of the apartment.

Air Conditioner 

Power Saving 25
Unprocessed Difference

Surface temperature (°C) 38.6°C 56.2°C 17.6°C

Power consumption (W) 221W 295W 74W

Cases in which the power used was reduced by 25% by reducing the surface temperature by about 18°C.

Air Conditioner Power Saving 25

■Selling unit: 1
Set contents: Air Conditioner Power 

Saving 25 400g, brush, tray

Just by applying it to the outdoor unit

of your air conditioner, you can save

up to 15% of your power consumption

during hot summer days. (The

reduction effect varies depending on

the conditions.) The work is easy, and

anyone can apply it in 10 to 20

minutes. One can is for two units.

■Selling unit: 1CS6945-1000

Floor Scrubber

CS6930-00ZG

Easy Polisher

CS6934-0000

It is a polisher that

does not sway so

anyone can use it with

confidence. It can be

used to clean various

places such as

factories, stairs,

washrooms, etc.

■Selling unit: 1

Robot Cleaner

AW9377-0000

■Selling unit: 1

Dust Collector for Power Tools

AW9374-0000

High-pressure Washer High-pressure Washer

■Selling unit: 1 CS8900-0000 AW9375-0000■Selling unit: 1

It is economical because it has a self-priming

function and can use pooled water. In addition, the

large rubber wheels make it easy to move over

steps. The retractable handle saves space when

stored. A 15m special high-pressure hose

(professional specification) is soft and does not

easily break.

One unit can be used for multiple purposes such as

car washing, watering, cleaning, etc. It is

economical because rainwater and leftover hot

water can be used. It is also convenient to clean

anything, from the window glass to the wheels,

windows and screens.

Standard accessories: Nozzle with brush, nozzle

with spatula, nozzle for cleaning slits

The clear dust case makes the dust visible.

Material: Recycled polypropylene (PP)

AV7340-0000

Capacity: 6kg (powder type)/Packaging: 6 kg/box

■Selling unit: 1EE6819-0000

EE6819-1000

■Selling unit: 1AW6950-0000

Paper Wiper Dedicated Stand 

Sheet size: 330 mm wide x 1,110 sheets, perforated every 285 mm

■Selling unit: 1AW6950-1000

Floor standing type that can be placed directly on the floor.

■Selling unit: 1AV7380-0000

■Selling unit: 1EE6813-2000

It is an industrial cleaning agent that removes grease and dirt 

cleanly. It demonstrates excellent detergency from dirt 

adhering to machine parts to factory floors.

■Selling unit: 1AV8042-0000-

Environment-friendly Emergency Device 

for Oil Dispersion and Oil Leakage

EE6817-1000 ■Selling unit: 1

Contents: Oil sponge, oil cleaner

Capacity: 1. 6kg

■Selling unit: 1

EE6820-0000 ■Selling unit: 1

EE6820-1001 ■Selling unit: 1

EE1500-0000

Measurement results of temperature difference and power consumption 

AV8002-0000

Easy and clean sweeping with about 20 times the cleaning efficiency

of a broom. No power required, easy and eco-friendly! The dusty

areas that are difficult to clean with a broom can also be cleaned with

a certain degree of control over scattering!



Protective Glasses
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Low Pressure Rubber Gloves

Material: Natural rubber

It can be used to protect the body of workers to prevent

electric shock accidents. Excellent workability and

insulation.

Deterioration of cracks and fissures will be accelerated on the plastic products due to moisture and dirt. Since the use of low-pressure rubber gloves damaged during maintenance of hybrid and EV 

vehicles involves the risk of electric shock, regular inspection and replacement is recommended.

Covers for Low Pressure Rubber Gloves

Used as a protective cover for low pressure rubber gloves.

It provides excellent grip and does not reduce workability.

Small

Extra 

Large
Material: Synthetic polyurethane  ■Selling unit: 1

770 Insulating Start Set

AW0600-0300

A set of insulating protection equipment for HEV, EV and PHV maintenance.

◇Contents

・ Thin low-pressure rubber gloves (for DC 750V or less/AC

300V or less)

・ Low-pressure sheet 800 × 120mm (for DC750V or

less/AC300V or less)

· Voltage detectot for electric vehicles

・ Vinyl case for storing 3 items

Size
Total 

Length
Thickness Weight Applicable voltage

Small

270 mm 0.5 mm 70g

DC 750V or less

or

AC 300V or less
Large

Extra Large

Low Pressure Rubber Gloves  -Thin Type

Blue  

It can be used to protect the body of workers to prevent 

electric shock accidents. Excellent workability.

Protective Glasses

It is a pair of glasses that can be worn over prescription 

glasses. It combines functions that improve fit.

Protective Glasses

Rubber Mat for Electrical Insulation

AW0600-0306

Place it in front of power distributors and monitoring devices to prevent 

electric shock accidents. It has ribs to prevent slipping.

※ The ordered length of mats is in meters. (Cutting lengthwise is free of 

charge) Cutting widthwise is possible for a fee.

Size Weight Thickness Shape
Applicable 

voltage
Test voltage

1 × 12 m 9.8㎏/ｍ

Concave side: 

4 mm; convex 

side: 6 mm

Corrugat

ed
7,000V or less

20,000V

1 minute

Helmet

■Selling unit: 1AW9700-0000

Size: Free size/Weight: Approx. 400g

Material: ABS resin

Protects your head from the dangers of falling objects and falls!

Can also be used as a tool for preventing disasters!

Products from brands such as Dickies, brembo are available!

M: AW9 0 1 8 -B C0 M L: AW9 0 1 8 -B C0 L

LL: AW9 0 1 8-B C LL

Ingredients: 2-6% Polyester, 2-3% Nylon, 6% Polyurethane

Thin, light, warm, and comfortable to wear, it quickly absorbs and

dissipates moisture. Moderate tightness makes it comfortable to wear.

Size: S/M/L/2L/3L

Ingredients: Nylon fabric (urethane resin) for palm area;

cotton, polyester, etc. for hand back area

■Selling unit: 1

Permeable materials made with a patented

manufacturing method are used, so it does not get

stuffy inside the gloves, the urethane part does not

peel off, and they can be used while maintaining

their strength.

Etech

Safety Boots

AM7511-0235～AM7511-0280

Size: 23.5 - 28cm   

Color: Black

Lightweight A +

AM8618-4240～AM8618-7290

Size: 24 to 29 cm (22.0 to 23.5 cm for some)

Color: Black, blue, black/bed, bed

Long Sleeve Inner Shirt - Black

M: AW9 0 1 9 -B C0 M L: AW9 0 1 9 -B C0 L

LL: AW9 0 1 9 - B C LL

Ingredients: 2% polyester, 2% nylon, 3% polyurethane, 6% 

polyester

Long Tights - Black

Sneaker Type Safety Shoes

AM4004-0235～AM4005-0300

Size: 23.5 - 30 cm 

Color: Navy, white

Sneaker Type Safety Shoes

AM4001-0235～AM4003-0300

Size: 23.5 - 30 cm

Color: Blue, grey, black

● Because the nitrile material is natural rubber, it has superior puncture

strength, durability, and oil resistance compared to ultra-thin types made

of vinyl chloride and polyethylene, making it ideal for machine

maintenance and research work.

● With a thinness of 0.1 mm, it maintains a delicate fingertip feeling.

● Hem type with reinforced opening edge.

● It can be used for both left and right hands, so it can be used efficiently

and easily.

● Low-powder type with low amount of powder.

● With a tissue-box type package, it can be taken out easily and smoothly.

Size Length Palm width
Length of 

middle finger
Quantity

S 25 cm 17.0 cm 8.3 cm

100 pieces
M 25 cm 19.0cm 8.9cm

L 25 cm 21.0cm 9.2cm

LL 25 cm 22.6cm 9.3cm

There are also various other coveralls.

Insulating Safety Shoes with Rubber Soles

Size: 23.5 - 2 8 cm/Color: Black/Manufacturing method: V type

Toecap: Resin / Instep: Synthetic leather made of cowhide and chrome (glass fiber 

added) / Insole: Half Insole

Sole: 1-layer synthetic rubber sole/Standard weight: 1,130g/pair

AM1108

Insulating protective gear is essential to prevent electric shock hazards when servicing 

hybrid and EV vehicles!

AW4205-000S～AW4205-003L

Nitrile Ultra-thin Gloves S-LL (White)

8

Cap

AW8950-1000～AW8950-9000

Ingredients: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

Casual caps in a wide variety of colors.

There is an adjuster on the back to adjust

the size.
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We also have safety shoes from Simon and Midori Anzen!

AW7170-0000 AW7167-1000 AW7169-0000

These goggles are compatible with organic solvents and can be wiped 

with thinner to remove paint mist, etc. that adheres to the lens surface. 

Glasses and masks can be used together. Lens replacement is possible.

AW0600-0316

AW0600-0318

AW0600-0317Large

■Selling unit: 1

■Selling unit: 1

■Selling unit: 1

Small

Extra 

Large

AW0600-0323

AW0600-0325

AW0600-0324Large

■Selling unit: 1

■Selling unit: 1AW0600-0315

Material: Natural rubber

■Selling unit: 5

Lightweight protective glasses with a sporty design.

■Selling unit: 5 ■Selling unit: 5

■Selling unit: 1

They are work shoes developed for jobs that may come into contact with

low-voltage electricity, such as machine maintenance and electrical

work in the factory. In the unlikely event that you touch a low-voltage

electrical circuit of AC300V or less, the rubber sole has an electrical

resistance of 109Ω or more to reduce electric shock. It can also

withstand AC50Hz3KV voltage for 1 minute.

AW7234-PP0S AW7234-PPLL～

UV

Cut

UV

Cut

Size
Midfinger

length

Total 

Length
Thickness Weight

Applicable 

voltage

Test 

voltage

Small 7.5cm

270mm 1.1mm 140g

DC 750V or less 

or

AC 300V or less

3,000V

1 minute
Large 7.7 cm

Extra Large 7.8 cm

Size
Midfinger 

length

Total 

Length
Thickness Weight Applicable voltage

Test 

voltage

Free 8.2 cm 270mm 0.5mm 82g

DC 750V or less

or

AC 300V or less

3,000V

1 minute


